Network with shunting synapses as a non-linear frequency modulator.
The role of 'noisy' excitation in synchronizing interneuron networks with shunting synapses was studied. The excitatory input was simulated as a Poisson pattern of presynaptic conductance with varying frequencies and amplitudes. We find that higher excitation frequencies induce stronger synchronisation of the network. Within the range of 1-10000 Hz, only frequencies between 20 Hz and 200 Hz affected network synchronisation. No detectable network synchronisation was found at excitation frequencies below 20 Hz, and the network's synchronisation was either almost independent of the external input or falling down to zero when the input frequency was greater than 200 Hz. Thus the network transformed the input signals with frequencies above 20 Hz into output signals with the network's synchronisation frequency. The network's synchronisation frequency in our model ranged from 20 to 68 Hz depending on the frequency of the excitatory input. We conclude that a network of interconnected interneurons is capable of converting an asynchronous excitatory input into a synchronous inhibitory output as a frequency amplifier with the amplification coefficient dependent on the number of converging excitatory inputs. Another important result of our work revealed that the external frequency may affect, in opposite ways, the frequency of the network with shunting synapses depending on the excitatory synaptic conductance and the magnitude of leak conductance.